Stack filters are a special case of non-linear filters. They have a good performance for filtering images with different types of noise while preserving edges and details. A stack filter decomposes an input image into stacks of binary images according to a set of thresholds. Each binary image is then filtered by a Boolean function, which characterizes the filter. Adaptive stack filters can be computed by training using a prototype (ideal) image and its corrupted version, leading to optimized filters with respect to a loss function. In this work we propose the use of training with selected samples for the estimation of the optimal Boolean function. We study the performance of adaptive stack filters when they are applied to speckled imagery, in particular to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images. This is done by evaluating the quality of the filtered images through the use of suitable image quality indexes and by measuring the classification accuracy of the resulting images. We used SAR images as input, since they are affected by speckle noise that makes classification a difficult task.
Speckle noise, unlike noise in optical images, is neither Gaussian nor additive; 7 it follows other distributions and is multiplicative. Classical techniques, there-8 fore, lead to suboptimal results when applied to this kind of imagery. Among 9 the authors that have studied the problem of adapting classical image processing 10 methods to SAR data, Lee (1981) provides a good starting point.
11
The physics of image formation leads to the following model: the observed 12 data can be described by the random field Z, defined as the product of two 13 independent random fields: X, the backscatter, and Y , the speckle noise.
14
The backscatter is a physical magnitude that depends on the geometry and the filtered binary images. The application of stack filters to speckled data was 45 studied by Buemi et al. (2007 Buemi et al. ( , 2011 .
46
The main drawback of using stack filters is the need to compute the Boolean propose a categorization, within which our proposal should be included in the
57
"SAR" category.
58
We propose the use of user-provided information. The user selects as many 
66
We study the application of this type of filter to SAR images, assessing its resulting images using maximum likelihood Gaussian classification.
71
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the G 0 model 72 for speckled data. Section 3 reviews stack filters, and describes the filter design 
80
The intensity G 0 distribution that describes speckled return Z is characterized by the following density:
The α parameter describes the image roughness or texture. It adopts neg- The r-th order moment of a G 0 (α, γ, n)-distributed random variable is given
if −n > α and infinite if otherwise.
89
Many filters have been proposed in the literature for reducing speckle noise, 
Stack Filters

99
This section is dedicated to a brief synthesis of stack filter definitions and 100 design. For more details on this subject, the reader is referred to the works by 
We will use the notation X m = T m (x). According to this definition, the value 103 of a non-negative integer number x ∈ {0, . . . , M } can be reconstructed making 
We say that f is a positive Boolean function if and only if it can be written 113 by means of an expression that contains only non-complemented input variables.
114
That is,
where n is the number of arguments of the function, K is the number of terms of 
In this work we applied the stack filter generated with the fast algorithm formed providing two complete images on S, one degraded and one noiseless.
124
The algorithm seeks the operator that best estimates the later using the former 125 as input, with respect to a loss function.
126
The implementation developed for this work supports the application of the 127 stack filter many times. Our approach consists of using, instead of that pair of 
Results
140
In this section, we present the results of building stack filters by the afore-141 mentioned training. These filters are applied to both simulated and real data.
142
The quality of the results is assessed in two different manners: one using image 
where replications of synthetic 1-look SAR images for each of four contrast ratios.
160
The generated images consist of two regions separated by a vertical straight 161 border. Each sample corresponds to a different contrast ratio, which ranges 162 from 10:1 to 10:8. This was done in order to study the effect of the contrast 163 ratio in the quality indexes considered.
164 Table 1 shows the mean correlation measure β and the mean quality index Q, 173 Figure 1 shows the boxplots of the observations summarized in Table 1 .
174
From the plots for the β index, it can be seen that, the Lee filter has a lower We use a second phantom of strips and points to assess contrast and edge case, namely n = 1.
233
The factor used in this experiment was the contrast between light areas (strips and points) and background, measured as
which considers the mean and the standard deviation of each region. These points on a dark background, the strips and points will tend to disappear if the 242 filter introduces blur.
243 Table 3 presents the relative contrast error between the theoretical and ob-244 served values; the latter is the mean over one hundred replications. 
